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Chapter 3061 A night in the capital city (2) 

Xia ruofei immediately imagined himself wearing a floral nightdress and could not help but shiver. He 

quickly said,””Then forget it!” 

Song Wei chuckled as she ran up the stairs. She found some clothes in the closet in the bedroom and 

went downstairs to take a shower. 

Although she had been with Xia ruofei for a long time, Song Wei was still very shy. 

She even specially rolled her undergarments under her pajamas before walking downstairs with them. 

The sharp – eyed Xia ruofei saw this and couldn’t help but laugh.””Wei Wei, you didn’t hide it well! The 

shoulder straps are showing ...” 

Song Wei blushed and rolled her eyes at Xia ruofei. She tightened her grip on her clothes and walked 

into the bathroom on the first floor barefooted. 

After a while, the sound of water could be heard. 

After Xia ruofei heard this, he couldn’t help but feel an itch in his heart. It had been a long time since he 

was with Song Wei and Ling Qingxue. Although he was a golden core cultivator, his cultivation technique 

was not one that focused on pure heart and few desires. He also had such needs. 

He couldn’t help but stand up, take a bottle of iced Coke from the refrigerator, and gulp down a few 

mouthfuls before he felt the evil fire in his heart slightly suppressed. 

Half an hour later, Song Wei was finally done. She was wearing a cute pajama with a bear pattern. She 

wiped her wet hair with a towel as she walked out of the bathroom. 

“It’s your turn!” Song Wei smiled and said,”I’ve prepared a new set of toiletries for you!” 

“Thanks!” Xia ruofei walked over and wanted to hug Song Wei. 

However, Song Wei dodged it nimbly. She chuckled and said,””Let’s go take a shower! I smell on my 

body!” 

Xia ruofei sniffed and said with a puzzled look,””There’s a smell? I didn’t smell it!” 

In fact, after becoming a golden core cultivator, the impurities in one’s body had been cleaned up. Even 

if one sweated occasionally, there would not be a strong smell of sweat. Moreover, Xia ruofei did not 

sweat much today. 

“It’s the smell of alcohol!”Song Wei said with a smile. Have you forgotten how much you drank in the 

Tang family manor?” 

Song Wei felt as if she was in a dream. A few hours ago, they were still drinking and chatting happily in 

an Australian Manor in the Southern Hemisphere. In such a short time, they were back in Beijing and 

even took a detour to the three mountains ... 

Xia ruofei touched his nose and said embarrassedly,””Then I’ll hurry and go wash up!” 



With that, he also rushed into the bathroom. 

It was naturally not so troublesome for a man to take a bath. He took off his clothes quickly and quickly, 

turned on the cold water, and began to wash. 

In less than ten minutes, Xia ruofei was done washing up. He took out a set of clean pajamas from the 

spirit map space and put them on. Then, he put the dirty clothes back into the spirit map space and 

walked out of the bathroom. 

As soon as he stepped out of the door, Xia ruofei saw Song Wei putting some snacks on the coffee table 

in the living room into her storage ring. 

Song Wei was embarrassed that Xia ruofei had noticed her. She explained,”I was thinking ... If I put some 

food in my storage ring, I can take it out to eat when I’m hungry. It’ll be quite convenient!” 

Xia ruofei suppressed his laughter and did not expose Song Wei. Instead, he nodded seriously. 

In fact, he knew that Song Wei’s novelty had not passed and she wanted to put everything she saw into 

her storage space. 

This was similar to a new driver who had just gotten his driver’s license and wanted to drive. 

On the airboat, there was nothing for her to keep and play with, except for some small things in her own 

small bag. Now that she was home, she naturally wanted to keep this and that. 

Xia ruofei said,”actually, you can also put some clothes in the storage ring!” This way, I can change and 

wash up wherever I go!” 

“Oh, right!” Song Wei’s eyes lit up.”That’s a good idea! I’ll go tidy it up and put some clothes in the ring!” 

Xia ruofei was dumbfounded. He was just joking, but Song Wei took it seriously. 

How could he use the precious time of the night to tidy up his clothes? Isn’t that a bit too wasteful? 

Xia ruofei suddenly felt like he was trapped in his own cocoon. 

He cleared his throat and said,””Well ... Wei Wei, have you ever thought about a question? A lot of 

clothes have to be hung in the closet. If you put all of them into your storage ring, won’t they wrinkle 

after a long time? Then how are we going to wear it!” 

“It seems to make sense!” Song Wei stopped in her tracks and frowned.”What should we do? RUO Fei, I 

really think it’s very convenient to put some clothes in the storage ring!” 

Xia ruofei laughed in his heart and said,”well ... There’s a way. As long as there’s a wardrobe to hang the 

clothes, they won’t crumple!” So, actually, you’re lacking a wardrobe. When you’re free tomorrow, go 

buy a wardrobe, then sort out the clothes you want to put into the ring and put them in this wardrobe. 

Can’t you just put them all in the wardrobe? I’ve checked it, and the space in this storage ring is quite 

large!” 

“Good idea!” Song Wei immediately gave him a thumbs up. At the same time, she gave up the idea of 

tidying up her clothes. 



“Let me see ...” Song Wei thought for a while and said,”some toiletries and daily necessities can also be 

put in the storage ring!” Even kitchenware and utensils ... Wow! I’m going to have to tidy up!” 

Xia ruofei quickly stopped the excited Song Wei and said with a bitter face,”Great aunt, look at what 

time it is now. It wouldn’t be too late to do these things tomorrow! Now ... Shouldn’t you go and rest?” 

Song Wei saw the desire in Xia ruofei’s eyes and felt her face heat up. Then, she couldn’t help but burst 

out laughing.”Then go rest! But I’ve already made an agreement with Qingxue, we can only sleep in 

separate rooms ...” 

“How can there be any rooms to share!” Xia ruofei was speechless.”There’s only one room in total!” Can 

you teach me how to split it?” 

“Isn’t there still a sofa in the living room?”Song Wei pursed her lips and smiled. 

“It’s not easy for me to come to your house and you want me to sleep on the sofa? Isn’t this a little 

inhumane?” Xia ruofei said pitifully. 

“I mean, I can sleep on the sofa!” Song Wei said with a smile. I’m not like some golden core cultivators 

who can’t even take this little bit of pain ... Besides, my sofa is very soft. I often lie on it and watch TV, so 

I fall asleep directly!” 

“Don ‘t, don’ t, don ‘t. That’s even more unacceptable!” Xia ruofei quickly said,”Weiwei, what’s our 

relationship? let’s just squeeze in the same bed! Your bed is pretty big, I promise ... I won’t mess around 

...” 

“I’d rather believe in ghosts than your mouth!” Song Wei said with a smile. 

Xia ruofei saw that the soft approach did not work, so he could only use the hard approach. 

He used his fastest speed and easily carried Song Wei by the waist. As Song Wei screamed, he quickly 

walked up the stairs and placed her on the soft bed. 

Actually, Song Wei was just being reserved with her words. Since she had promised Xia ruofei that she 

would spend the night at her house, she knew what would happen. She could not possibly keep her 

promise. 

The rejection just now was partly to make her feel at ease and partly to joke with Xia ruofei. 

Song Wei lay on her side on the bed, her tender arms supporting her head. She glanced at Xia ruofei 

flirtatiously and said,””You’re really fast! I can’t even react in time! As expected of the Golden core 

stage! But ... You’ve spent all your cultivation on this ...” 

Xia ruofei chuckled and said,”this is the most important matter!” It wasn’t embarrassing to use one’s 

cultivation on this! I finally understand that you can’t be too honest!” 

With that, Xia ruofei kicked off his slippers and jumped onto the bed. 

Song Wei giggled as she tried to hide, but Xia ruofei hugged her. 

Soon, a heart – shaking music score came from the small single apartment ... 



... 
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The next morning. 

On the large bed in the bedroom upstairs, a fair and delicate arm stretched out from the messy quilt. 

Song Wei rubbed her sleepy eyes and reached for her phone from the bedside table. It was already past 

nine in the morning. 

Her sleepiness was greatly reduced. 

At this time, she also remembered the madness last night and couldn’t help but feel a little hot. 

Then, Song Wei turned her head and realized that there was no one beside her. 

She quickly sat up, picked up her pajamas from the ground, and put them on. 

At this moment, Song Wei had already heard the commotion from the kitchen downstairs. A sweet smile 

appeared on her pretty face. 

Song Wei dragged her slippers and walked down the stairs. Halfway down, she leaned on the railing and 

looked down. As expected, she saw Xia ruofei in an apron, busy in the kitchen. 

“You’re awake!” Xia ruofei heard the noise and looked up. His eyes met with Song Wei ‘S. He laughed 

and said,”I remember you said yesterday that you had taken leave today. I didn’t wake you up in the 

morning so that you could sleep more!” 

Song Wei realized that her appearance must be unkempt. She could not help but scream and quickly 

retracted her body. Then, she quickly went down the stairs and rushed into the bathroom with her head 

lowered. 

Xia ruofei looked at the tightly shut bathroom door and muttered to himself,””What’s the situation?” 

After a while, Song Wei walked out of the bathroom after she was dressed up. 

At this time, Xia ruofei had already prepared breakfast. He brought it to the small dining room that was 

connected to the living room. Although it was called a dining room, because the room was too small, it 

was actually just a dining table at the edge of the living room. 

Xia ruofei saw Song Wei and smiled.””You’re done washing? Come and eat! It’s not very sumptuous! 

After all, my cooking skills are average, so I’ll just make do with it!” 

Song Wei looked at the table and saw that Xia ruofei had baked a few pieces of bread, two glasses of 

warm milk, two fried eggs, and a very thick porridge. There should be some pumpkin and millet in it. The 

fragrant smell was very appetizing. 

“This is already sumptuous enough!” Song Wei said with a smile. What fusion of Chinese and Western?! 

But ... I remember that I’ve already finished all the eggs in the refrigerator. I didn’t prepare any 

pumpkins either! Did you go out to buy groceries?” 



Xia ruofei laughed,”have you forgotten that I have a storage treasure too?” I’m used to carrying some 

ingredients with me in case I need them. Look, I’ve used them today, haven’t I?” 

“Yes, yes, yes!” Song Wei patted her head and said. You really reminded me! I’m on leave today anyway, 

so I might as well stay at home and tidy up my things. In addition, I’ll go out and buy some things. It’ll be 

a waste if I don’t make use of such a large storage space!” 

Xia ruofei found it funny that Song Wei, who had always been calm and steady, became so excited at the 

mention of the storage ring. 

He laughed and said,”eating is more important than anything else!” Let’s eat breakfast first! Also, I have 

to go back to Paradise Island, so I’m afraid I won’t be able to accompany you shopping today!” 

Song Wei sat down at the table and smiled,”I don’t need your company! You can go back to your 

business!” 

Then, Song Wei tasted the fragrant pumpkin millet congee. She couldn’t help but give him a thumbs up 

and said,”So delicious! RUO Fei, I’ve noticed that your cooking skills have improved greatly, just like your 

cultivation! With your cooking skills, you can even get a job at Qingxue’s restaurant!” 

Xia ruofei chuckled.”You’re a graduate student after all. You’re so good at complimenting others. 

Although I know you’re not being sincere, I’m still happy to hear it!” 

“How could I not be sincere? It’s really delicious!” Song Wei picked up another fried egg and took a 

bite.”The heat is just right, and it’s sweet! It smells so good!” 

Xia ruofei laughed and said,”if it’s delicious, then eat more. I made extra porridge today. It’ll be a waste 

if you can’t finish it!” 

“Yes, yes!” Song Wei nodded as she ate.”Don’t just look at me. Eat it yourself!” 

“Good, good, good!” Xia ruofei said. 

It was obvious that Song Wei really thought that Xia ruofei’s breakfast was delicious. Soon, the food on 

the table was swept clean by the two of them. She even scooped an extra bowl of porridge. 

After the meal, Xia ruofei helped Song Wei to clear the dishes. Then, he took off his apron and 

said,”Weiwei, I have to go. You have to take care of yourself in Beijing! I’m sure you can deal with most 

situations easily, but if ... I mean, if there’s a threat from a cultivator, you must tell me at once and make 

sure you’re safe!” 

“I know!” Song Wei smiled and said,”actually, I also want to cultivate with you on Peach Blossom Island. 

However, I also like the profession I’m currently studying. I want to work in archeology for a few more 

years. After a few years, when my father retires, we can live on Peach Blossom Island together!” 

“Yes, yes!” Xia ruofei nodded and said,”no matter what your choice is, I will respect it. I will also do my 

best to create the best cultivation conditions for you!” 

Song Wei hugged Xia ruofei and pressed her face against his chest. She mumbled,”I know ... In the 

future, no matter what others think, in my own opinion, meeting you is the luckiest thing in my life! RUO 

Fei, when you’re dealing with people in the world of cultivation, you must pay attention to your safety. 



Don’t make me worry about you! Also, don’t take any risks. You must always remember that there are 

many people who are worried about you, including Qingxue and me ...” 
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“I’ll remember that!” Xia ruofei hugged Song Wei and kissed her on the forehead.”Weiwei, I’ll be leaving 

now!” 

“I’ll drive you ...” Song Wei said quickly. 

“No need, I’ve already left by airboat from the rooftop. Don’t go upstairs anymore!” Xia ruofei laughed 

and said,”you should stay and pack your things! You have to make good use of your storage ring!” 

“Alright then!” Song Wei said,”remember to visit me in Beijing when you’re free!” 

“Definitely!” 

With that, Xia ruofei let go of Ling Qingxue and walked towards the door. 

When they were about to leave, Xia ruofei waved at Ling Qingxue, closed the door, and walked towards 

the elevator. 

Very quickly, Xia ruofei arrived at the rooftop of this high – Class apartment. After retrieving the flying 

boat, he quickly steered it out of the Yujing Sky City district. 

Xia ruofei did not notice that Song Wei was standing behind the glass door of the balcony, watching the 

futuristic – looking black airboat suddenly accelerate, turning into a small black dot in the blink of an eye 

and disappearing into the horizon ... 

After Xia ruofei had found the location of Peach Blossom Island, he controlled the airboat to rise to an 

empty level that even commercial planes could not reach. Then, he flew straight in the direction of 

Peach Blossom Island. 

The black flying boat flew steadily for about two and a half hours before it arrived at the sea near the 

Peach Blossom Island. 

Ever since he had this black flying boat, spatial distance no longer seemed to be a problem. In the past, it 

would take more than ten hours to fly from Huaxia to Peach Blossom Island by private jet, and he had to 

land and refuel once in the middle. 

It had only been two hours, which was the time it took to fly from Beijing to Sanshan by Civil Air. 

Besides, Xia ruofei did not waste the two hours. He entered the spirit map space to cultivate. 

Xia ruofei skillfully maneuvered the flying boat through the Taixu xuanqing formation and steadily 

hovered above the roof of the Yanhuang building. 

Naturally, Li Yifu had already sensed it when the swift Boat triggered the array at the outermost layer. 

Hence, when Xia ruofei jumped off the airboat, he saw Li Yifu already waiting for him on the rooftop. 

“Senior granduncle, you’re back!” Li Yifu said respectfully as he bowed. 



Xia ruofei kept the shrunken flying boat into the spirit map space and nodded with a smile.””Yup! After I 

sent them home, I stayed in the capital for a night before flying back to Paradise Island early in the 

morning. Do you think it’s easy for me to give you this surprise?” 

“Senior granduncle!” Li Yifu said. Your kindness in cultivating this disciple, this disciple will not be able to 

repay even if this disciple’s bones are crushed! It’s really the greatest fortune of this disciple’s life to be 

able to reunite with martial granduncle in this old age ...” 

At this point, Li Yifu’s voice couldn’t help but choke up. 

Xia ruofei didn’t know whether to laugh or cry,”no, no, no! Foster husband, I was just joking, why did 

you have to be so emotional? Go, go, go! Let’s go downstairs first, the wind is too strong on the 

rooftop!” 

“Martial granduncle, do you want to go eat first?” Li Yifu said,”I’ll ask the chef in the cafeteria to cook a 

few of your signature dishes ...” 

Xia ruofei quickly waved his hand and said,”I just had breakfast two hours ago. I really can’t eat anything 

now. Let’s go to my room first!” I just happen to have something to talk to you about!” 

“Yes!” Li Yifu quickly replied. 

The two of them came to the large suite on the top floor. After Li Yifu closed the door, he 

asked,””Martial granduncle, do you have any orders?” 

Xia ruofei waved his hand.”I don’t have any orders. I just have something to give you!” 

With that, Xia ruofei took out a flying sword and a crystal. With the support of his spiritual power, the 

flying sword and the crystal floated quietly. 

Li Yifu’s eyes suddenly widened as he looked at the thing in front of him in disbelief. He 

stuttered,””Flying ... Flying sword? And these are origin crystals, right? This ... This is ... For me?” 

Xia ruofei smiled and nodded.””These are all the gains from this auction. Now that I have quite a 

number of origin crystals on hand, I’ll leave one for you. This way, even if you leave the range of the 

Taixu xuanqing formation, you can still cultivate!” 

“But ... But ... This is too precious ...” Li Yifu said. 

“Don’t talk nonsense, quickly put away the origin crystals!” Xia ruofei did not allow for further 

explanation.”I still have to teach you how to control the flying sword!” 

This was one of the five flying swords. It was black all over, and its blade was wider than Song Wei and 

Ling Qingxue’s autumn water and Yiren. What they had in common was that they all exuded a sharp 

aura, as if the space around the flying sword was about to be cut apart. 

This flying sword named “Black Gold” was also chosen by Xia ruofei to be given to Li Yifu. 

This time, Xia ruofei had obtained a total of five flying swords in the nested space. Among the people 

close to Xia ruofei, there were only five people who had embarked on the path of cultivation. They were 

Song Wei, Ling Qingxue, Li Yifu, Tang Haoran, and Song Wei’s father, song Qiming. 



Song Qiming’s cultivation level was too low. Furthermore, Xia ruofei had not told song Qiming about his 

cultivation. Naturally, he could not give him a flying sword. 

On the other hand, Tang Haoran’s cultivation level was barely enough. The main reason was that he was 

too young and his mind was not mature yet. Xia ruofei naturally did not dare to hand over such a sharp 

flying sword to Tang Haoran. 

Of course, Xia ruofei had also chosen a flying sword named “blazing flame” for Tang Haoran. 

It was unknown what kind of rare ore was used to make this flying sword. It was dark red in color and 

constantly emitted a scorching aura. This was obviously the most suitable for Tang Haoran, who 

cultivated the Yang cultivation method. 

However, he could not give the flying sword to Tang Haoran now. At least when he was a little older, Xia 

ruofei would consider giving the “blazing flame” flying sword to Tang Haoran. 

“This ...” Li Yifu hesitated for a long time before finally saying,”grand uncle – Master, I don’t dare to 

reject the elder’s gift, so I’ll shamelessly accept this crystal! But this flying swords.....Is indeed too 

precious. Martial granduncle, you should keep it for your own use! This disciple knows that you already 

have a flying sword, but it’s not bad to have another flying sword for self – defense!” 

Xia ruofei said,”I’m giving you some cultivation resources now and you’re still haggling?” Oh! You take 

half and return half, do you think I’m giving you a bonus? Hurry up and put away the origin crystals. As 

expected, learn from me how to leave a spiritual imprint on a flying sword!” 

Xia ruofei pretended to be angry so that Li Yifu did not dare to decline. He could only nod his head with 

tears in his eyes and said,””Thank you for your gift, grand uncle – Master!” 

After he finished speaking, he was about to kneel down and pay his respects to Xia ruofei. 

However, the Golden core stage cultivator’s reaction speed was very fast. Li Yifu’s knee had just bent 

and Xia ruofei immediately noticed it. He lifted his hand and Li Yifu realized that he could no longer 

kneel. 

“I don’t like to kneel and worship!” Xia ruofei said,”adopted husband, I don’t want to criticize you, but 

we are all from the same line as immortal mountain river, right? If I’m the sect leader, then you’re the 

only disciple of my sect. If I don’t give these cultivation resources to you, who should I give them to? You 

called me martial granduncle, so I have the responsibility to do my best to cultivate you! You’re not 

allowed to decline any more cultivation resources in the future, understand?” 

“Yes! Senior granduncle!” Li Yifu’s eyes were slightly red. He looked deeply at Xia ruofei and said,”I will 

remember this!” 

“Come on!” Xia ruofei waved his hand and said,”keep this flying sword first! In the future, don’t reveal 

your flying sword so easily. Just let it rest in your dantian. First, he didn’t want to show his wealth! To 

avoid being noticed by people with ill intentions and causing trouble; Second, it’s to give you a trump 

card. If you encounter danger in the future, this flying sword might be a surprise weapon that can save 

your life!” 
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Li Yifu didn’t dare to refuse and listened to Xia ruofei’s explanation seriously. 

Although Li Yifu’s talent wasn’t very good, it was very easy to brand a flying sword with spiritual power. 

He learned it very quickly. 

Xia ruofei personally guided Li Yifu to keep the flying sword in his dantian for nourishment. Then, he 

taught him how to control the flying sword with his spiritual power and let him practice it by himself. 

After Li Yifu left, Xia ruofei rested for a while before locking the doors and windows. He then took out 

the spirit map space and entered the mountain and sea realm. 

When they arrived at the stone chamber in the mountain sea realm, Xia ruofei tried to sense the ore as 

usual and found that scholar Yuntai was still in seclusion. 

Xia ruofei said to himself,”this senior is really good at closed – door cultivation ... The legend of him 

being in closed – door cultivation for hundreds of years can’t be true, right?” Did all the ancient 

cultivators cultivate like this?” 

If scholar Yuntai went into seclusion for several years, it would be a bit of a scam. 

Xia ruofei still wanted to ask him about the ancient cultivation world! 

However, he was in deep seclusion and Xia ruofei could not force him to wake up. He could only let him 

do as he pleased. 

At this moment, Xia ruofei’s eyes fell on the stone platform. 

There used to be five light balls here, and now he had opened the first four. The first light ball contained 

a small booklet, while the other three contained the three inheritance Jade talismans of heaven, earth, 

and human. 

Thus, there was still a solitary light ball on the stone platform. 

Through the light screen, one could vaguely see a small case inside the light ball. 

After Xia ruofei broke through to the Golden core stage, he had not tried to collect it. 

He muttered to himself for a moment and felt that his cultivation had broken through a major realm. In 

addition, his mental energy had also improved by leaps and bounds. It seemed that he could give it a try. 

When he had first obtained the spirit map space, he had been filled with curiosity about these light balls. 

The facts also proved that anything that could be carefully collected by immortal mountain river was 

good stuff. 

All the things recorded in the three Jade talismans of inheritance were of high quality. Whether it was 

cultivation methods, secret skills, or even the ancient books that recorded the anecdotes of the 

cultivation world, they were all quite precious. 

Moreover, these light balls that immortal mountain river had set up were obviously to set a threshold. 

Only when one’s cultivation had reached the standard could he take the things inside. 

Therefore, according to this rule, the later the items were, the more precious they were. 



The small box in the last ball of light must contain a treasure more precious than the heaven jade 

talisman. 

Thinking of this, Xia ruofei couldn’t hold back. 

He decided to give it a try now. 

Xia ruofei took a deep breath and placed his hands on the ball of light. 

He pressed it gently, and the ball of light retracted slightly, but it was still very resilient. 

Xia ruofei was already experienced. The only way to open the ball of light was to use force. When the 

external force was strong enough, the ball of light would not be able to withstand it and would 

eventually break. 

However, this light ball had another characteristic, and that was that it had a very strong reaction force. 

Basically, the greater the external force, the greater the counterforce. Moreover, it was all directed at 

the hands that were in direct contact with the light ball. Hence, it was a test for Xia ruofei’s body. 

Xia ruofei tried the toughness of the light ball and suddenly had an idea.”Would it be better if he used a 

flying sword to break the ball of light? 

After this thought appeared, he could no longer suppress it. 

Xia ruofei decisively summoned the blue immortal sword that he had been nurturing in his dantian. He 

made a hand seal and the blue immortal sword immediately flew towards the light ball on the stone 

platform. 

The blue travel immortal sword’s speed increased to its maximum in the blink of an eye. Under Xia 

ruofei’s control, it slashed down at the ball of light from above. 

The ball of light suddenly caved in, and then a strong force directly flicked the blue immortal sword 

away. 

If Xia ruofei’s spiritual power was not so strong, the blue travel immortal sword might have gone out of 

control. 

Xia ruofei had clearly seen that the blue travel immortal sword could not even break through the surface 

of the ball of light. Such a sharp flying sword could not even leave a trace on the surface of the ball of 

light. It was clear that it was not easy to take advantage of the situation. 

Xia ruofei smiled bitterly and put away the blue travel immortal sword. Then, he reached out and 

pressed on the light ball. 

From the force of the rebound, Xia ruofei could tell that the sword did not cause any damage to the light 

ball. 

Since there was no other way, Xia ruofei did not think too much. 

He took a deep breath, then used the yuan Qi in his dantian to push it down bit by bit. 

He also used the convenience of controlling the spirit map’s space to exert pressure on the ball of light. 



Xia ruofei could feel that the reaction force of this ball of light was much stronger than the previous 

ones. 

Fortunately, he was pouring vital Qi into his hands and using all his strength at the same time. His lower 

body was very stable, so the reaction force could not hurt his hands, and it was even less likely to 

bounce him away. 

Xia ruofei didn’t hold back his Yuan Qi and continued to increase the pressure. 

He saw his hands sink into the ball of light bit by bit. 

Under the powerful external force, the ball of light began to gradually change shape, from a standard 

sphere to a football placed horizontally. 

The more he pressed down, the stronger the reaction force of the ball of light. 

Xia ruofei felt that he was about to reach his limit. 

It wasn’t that his body couldn’t take it, but that this was the most he could do with his current 

cultivation base. 
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  Xia ruofei gritted his teeth and exerted all his strength to push down. The invisible force of space 

gathered from all directions and pressed down on the back of Xia ruofei's hand. 

  The light screen trembled slightly. 

  Xia ruofei knew that the battle was about to come to an end. 

  Based on his past experience, Xia ruofei could tell that the ball of light was on the verge of collapse. 

  It all depended on whether he could hold on. 

  Xia ruofei gritted his teeth. The bones in his hands seemed to have reached their limit under the 

pressure from both the inside and outside. He felt as if they were going to crack. 

  This level of pain was nothing to Xia ruofei. 

  However, the pressure he exerted on the ball of light had basically reached its limit. Now was the final 

tug - of - War. 

  The deformed ball of light kept trembling. 

  The expression on Xia ruofei's face turned ferocious. He gritted his teeth so hard that the muscles on 

his face seemed to be trembling. His hands, which were in direct contact with the ball of light, were also 

trembling. 

  Xia ruofei had already made a rough judgment that Daoist master mountain river was the one who 

wanted to inherit the painting. He had to be at least in the intermediate stage of the Aurous core stage 

to open the light ball. 



  If Xia ruofei was in the intermediate stage of the Golden core realm, he would be able to defeat the ball 

of light. Although it would not be easy, he would still be the winner. 

  Even though Xia ruofei had already come to this conclusion, he did not want to give up so easily. 

  They had already reached the final stage, so why should they give up? Why couldn't an early - Stage 

golden core cultivator open the ball of light? 

  Xia ruofei refused to believe it. 

  His entire body was trembling, and so was the ball of light. Both sides were on the verge of collapse. 

  Xia ruofei's eyes revealed a trace of madness. He mobilized the remaining Yuan Qi in his dantian and 

shouted,""You F * cking break it open for me!" 

  Yuan Qi crazily flowed through his meridians and into his hands. At the same time, the invisible spatial 

force had been increased to its maximum. 

  Xia ruofei's palm made a slight cracking sound. The bones in his palm had cracked. 

  However, Xia ruofei did not care at all. With a crazed expression, he pressed down on her. 

  Finally, the ball of light could no longer bear the burden. It emitted a soft "Chi" sound and directly 

dissipated. 

  The pressure on his hand disappeared instantly, but Xia ruofei was still using all his strength to press 

down. It was as if he had stepped on air when he was going down the stairs. He staggered and fell 

forward. 

  His reaction speed was still very fast, and his hands immediately supported himself on the stone 

platform. 

  However, Xia ruofei immediately sucked in a breath of cold air. It was so painful that beads of sweat 

appeared on his forehead. He noticed that the bones in his palms were already cracked. The 

excruciating pain caused him to cry out in pain even though he had undergone special anti - 

interrogation training in the Army. Then, Xia ruofei laughed madly. 

  His entire body felt weak as he leaned against the stone platform and sat on the ground. He shook his 

hand and laughed loudly. 

  Who said that an early jiedan stage cultivator couldn't do it? Didn't this work? Xia ruofei's heart was 

filled with the joy of success after overcoming many difficulties. 

  After a while, Xia ruofei directly grabbed the box containing the petals of the spirit Heart Flower from 

the Archean realm. He took out a petal from the box, put his hands together, and pressed the petal in 

his palms. 

  The moment the petals of the spirit Heart Flower touched the skin of his palms, they melted almost 

instantly and were all absorbed by Xia ruofei's palms. 

  The petals of the spirit Heart Flower could be said to have an immediate effect on this kind 

of   Standing in front of the stone platform, Xia ruofei adjusted his breathing and suppressed his 



excitement. Then, he reached out to open the small dark red box. However, Xia ruofei immediately 

sucked in a breath of cold air. It was so painful that beads of sweat appeared on his forehead. The bones 

in his palms were already cracked. The pain was so excruciating that even though Xia ruofei had 

undergone special anti - interrogation training in the Army, he still could not help but cry out in pain. 

Then, Xia ruofei laughed madly. 

  His entire body felt weak as he leaned against the stone platform and sat on the ground. He shook his 

hand and laughed loudly. 

  Who said that an early jiedan stage cultivator couldn't do it? Didn't this work? Xia ruofei's heart was 

filled with the joy of success after overcoming many difficulties. 

  After a while, Xia ruofei directly grabbed the box containing the petals of the spirit Heart Flower from 

the Archean realm. He took out a petal from the box, put his hands together, and pressed the petal in 

his palms. The moment the petals of the spirit Heart Flower touched the skin of his palms, injury that 

wasn't considered serious. 

  After a few breaths, Xia ruofei could feel the pain in his palm weakening rapidly. He used his spiritual 

power to sense it and realized that the cracks in his palm were healing rapidly. 

they melted almost instantly and were all absorbed by Xia ruofei's palms. 

  The petals of the spirit Heart Flower could be said to have an immediate effect on this kind of injury 

that wasn't considered serious. 

  After a few breaths, Xia ruofei could feel the pain in his palm weakening rapidly. He used his spiritual 

power to sense it and realized that the cracks in his palm were healing rapidly. 

  After about two minutes, Xia ruofei's palm had recovered. 

  He first carefully closed the box that contained the petals of the spirit Heart Flower and sent it back to 

the Archean realm. 

  Then, Xia ruofei stood up and looked at the stone platform. 

  At this moment, the small dark red box was quietly placed on the stone platform. 

  Now, Xia ruofei had cleared all the obstacles and could get the small box at any time. 

  However, he began to worry about his gains and losses. 

  Standing in front of the stone platform, Xia ruofei adjusted his breathing and suppressed his 

excitement. Then, he reached out to open the dark red box. After a while, Xia ruofei directly grabbed the 

box containing the spirit Heart Flower petals from the Archean realm and took out a petal from the box. 

He then put his hands together and pressed the petal in his palms. The moment the petals of the spirit 

Heart Flower touched the skin of his palms, they melted almost instantly and were all absorbed by Xia 

ruofei's palms. 

  The petals of the spirit Heart Flower could be said to have an immediate effect on this kind of injury 

that wasn't considered serious. After a few breaths, Xia ruofei could feel the pain in his palm weakening 



rapidly. He used his spiritual power to sense it and realized that the cracks in his palm were healing 

rapidly. 

  After about two minutes, Xia ruofei's palm had recovered. 

  He first carefully closed the box that contained the petals of the spirit Heart Flower and sent it back to 

the Archean realm. 

  Then, Xia ruofei stood up and looked at the stone platform. 

  At this moment, the small dark red box was quietly placed on the stone platform. 

  Now, Xia ruofei had cleared all the obstacles and could get the small box at any time. 

  However, he began to worry about his gains and losses. 

  Standing in front of the stone platform, Xia ruofei adjusted his breathing and suppressed his 

excitement. Then, he reached out to open the dark red box ... The petals of the spirit Heart Flower had 

an immediate effect on such minor injuries. After a few breaths, Xia ruofei could feel the pain in his palm 

weakening rapidly. He used his spiritual power to sense it and realized that the cracks in his palm were 

healing rapidly. 

  After about two minutes, Xia ruofei's palm had recovered. 

  He first carefully closed the box that contained the petals of the spirit Heart Flower and sent it back to 

the Archean realm. 

  Then, Xia ruofei stood up and looked at the stone platform. 

  At this moment, the small dark red box was quietly placed on the stone platform. 

  Now, Xia ruofei had cleared all the obstacles and could get the small box at any time. 

  However, he began to worry about his gains and losses. 

  Standing in front of the stone platform, Xia ruofei adjusted his breathing and suppressed his 

excitement. Then, he reached out and opened the small dark red box ... 

Chapter 3066 The rising Dragon Order (1) 

Xia ruofei was stunned for a moment, then immediately cried out in surprise,””Senior Yuntai, you’re 

awake!” 

Layman Yuntai said,”that ... Please mind your words!” I’m in closed – door cultivation, not sleeping ... 

Why should I wake up?” 

“Yes, yes, yes ...” Xia ruofei chuckled and said,”you’ve finished your closed – door cultivation ... By the 

way, do you know this five Holy badges?” Oh ... This is the name given to this token by the cultivation 

world. It’s called the rising Dragon Token, right?” 

Upon hearing this, Yuntai laughed and said,””The five Holy badges? What a stupid name ... But one thing 

is quite appropriate. There are indeed five Rising Dragon tokens in total. ” 



“Then tell me about the rising Dragon Order!” Xia ruofei perked up.”Because many inheritances are 

missing, there are many different opinions about the five Saints ... Er, the rising Dragon Token. The 

mainstream opinion is that if you collect all five tokens, you can open a complete ancient cultivation 

cave ...” 

“Ancient cultivation?” Layman Yuntai asked with some doubt. 

“This is what the cultivation world calls the cultivators of your era.” Xia ruofei smiled and explained,”we 

usually call the cultivators of your era the ancient cultivators.” 

“I’ve become an ancient cultivator?” Layman Yuntai had a very strange feeling. 

“That ... Senior Yuntai, is it convenient for you to tell me about the rising Dragon Order?” Xia ruofei 

asked. 

“Of course!” Scholar Yuntai replied readily. But ... I don’t know much either!” 

Xia ruofei was happy when he heard the first half of the sentence, but the smile froze on his face the 

moment he smiled. 

“Didn’t you recognize it at a glance?” Xia ruofei asked in confusion. 

“That’s because the rising Dragon Token was very famous in our era, and it appeared many times in the 

cultivation world,”said layman Yuntai with a bitter smile. However ... Being able to recognize it did not 

mean that he understood it very well. In fact, in our time, everyone’s research on the rising Dragon 

Token has not yielded any results ...” 

Xia ruofei thought for a while and said,””So ... The rising Dragon Token isn’t the key to opening the 

ancient cultivator ruins?” 

“If the ancient cultivator ruins you’re talking about is the immortal’s cave of a cultivator from our era ... 

Then I can tell you with certainty that it’s definitely not!” Said layman Yuntai. 

Then, he continued,”I’ll tell you what I know!” I hope it will be of some help to you!” 

“Thank you, senior Yuntai!” Xia ruofei quickly said. 

“The first time this Rising Dragon Token appeared in the world of cultivation should be the year I first 

entered the sect. At that time, I was only a sweeping boy at the first level of the aura refining realm.” 

The voice of layman Yuntai was full of reminiscence of the passing of time,”at that time, it was the sect I 

was in that received a token. If I remember correctly, it should be the third token.” 

Token number three was now in the hands of Valley master Liu of the flying flower Valley. When Xia 

ruofei thought of this token that had appeared more than three thousand years ago in the sect of 

master Yuntai, he couldn’t help but have a very wonderful feeling. 

“About a hundred years later,” the scholar continued,”five tokens appeared in the world of cultivation 

one after another.” 

“Have you guys tried to put the five tokens together and study them?” Xia ruofei could not help but ask. 



“Of course! Otherwise, we wouldn’t have known that this token was called the rising Dragon! The 

second episode won’t know that there are five tokens in a set!” Layman Yuntai said,”at that time, the 

five sects that had obtained the rising Dragon Order gathered together under our sect master’s call and 

took out their respective tokens. When these five tokens appear in the same place, they will 

automatically combine together and the words ‘Rising Dragon’ will appear. That’s why we named them 

the rising Dragon Token. ” 

Xia ruofei suddenly understood and said,”I see ... I finally know the origin of the rising Dragon.” Then, 

senior Yuntai, did you find anything after the rising Dragon Order was combined?” 

“I was only in the Golden core stage at that time,” said layman Yuntai. “I was just an insignificant 

character in the sect. How could I participate in such an important matter?” However, I don’t think there 

were any results from the study, because everyone took the rising Dragon Token back after splitting it 

up. Our sect master also agreed that every fifty years, the people holding the rising Dragon Token would 

come to our sect to meet again. The purpose was naturally to study the rising Dragon Token ...” 

“After such a long time, you still can’t find any results?” Xia ruofei asked in disbelief. “Indeed,” Scholar 

Yuntai said,”what’s even more surprising is that after almost 300 years, these five Rising Dragon orders 

all disappeared. Whether they were stored in a storage ring, in a secret room, or protected by layers of 

arrays, they all disappeared without exception, including the one in our sect. At that time, our sect 

leader thought that it had been stolen. After contacting the other forces with the rising Dragon Token, 

he found out that everyone’s Rising Dragon Token had disappeared ...” 

“I can’t believe there’s such a thing ...” Xia ruofei could not help but frown. 

It had been more than three hundred years ... It had been about that long since venerable mountain 

river had placed the rising Dragon Order in the spirit map space. Didn’t that mean that if this rule was 

still in effect, the rising Dragon Order could disappear at any time? 

“It’s indeed very strange,” said master Yuntai.”And after the rising Dragon Token disappeared, it would 

appear in the cultivation world again after about ten years.” It’s also because of this that many sects and 

forces in the cultivation world have actually possessed the rising Dragon Token before. No matter which 

force has this token, everyone will gather together regularly and combine the tokens to study it, but 

there has been no progress. “ 

Chapter 3067 Rising Dragon medallion (2) 

  Scholar Yuntai paused and continued,""However, this strange characteristic made the rising 

Dragon   Xia ruofei smiled and said,"you said to try to copy the floating Points and then dismantle them 

immediately." 

  "Yes, yes, yes!" Scholar Yuntai said,"make a copy of the floating point, disassemble it into a token, and 

then immediately put it back together. At this time, the floating point's position would not change. In 

the end, after some research, it seems that the floating point's position changes periodically. The cycle is 

about 50 years ... Every 50 years, the floating point's position will change completely from the last 

time!" 

  "I see ..." Xia ruofei said thoughtfully,"it seems that this Fu point is where the secret is." 



  "We also know that!" Scholar Yuntai said with a smile,"however, there is no pattern to these FUO 

points. Some cultivators have spent hundreds of years studying the FUO points of more than 10 or 20 

different FUO points, but in the end, they found nothing. So, don't have too much hope ... Of course, 

you only have one command token right now, and I don't know when all five command tokens will 

appear!" 

  Senior Yuntai, the other four Rising Dragon tokens have appeared." Xia ruofei said,"the only missing 

one. I didn't expect it to be in my small space ..." 

  "Oh, really? In other words, the rising Dragon Token has reappeared?" Scholar Yuntai said with great 

interest,"if you put the five tokens together, remember to make a copy of the floating point diagram. I'll 

study it when I'm free." 

  In fact, in the era where layman Yuntai lived, many cultivators were devoted to studying the floating 

point distribution map. Although layman Yuntai was not obsessed with it, he had studied it for a while. 

  Moreover, it was not easy to see a treasure that had once stirred up a storm in his era appear, so he 

also felt a sense of familiarity and closeness. 

  In addition, he was currently in a spirit body state, so he could only live in the ore space, which was 

actually very boring. In this state, studying the floating point split layout could be considered a form of 

entertainment. 

  "Yes!" Xia ruofei nodded and said,"if I can gather all the tokens, I'll definitely make a copy of the 

floating point diagram for Grand cloud elder to study!" 

  "Alright, alright!" Said layman Yuntai. "After such a long time, you still can't find any results?" Xia ruofei 

asked in disbelief. "Indeed," Scholar Yuntai said,"what's even more surprising is that after almost 300 

years, these five Rising Dragon orders all disappeared. Whether they were stored in a storage ring, in a 

secret room, or protected by layers of arrays, they all disappeared without exception, including the one 

in our sect. At that time, our sect leader thought that it had been stolen. After contacting the other 

forces with the rising Dragon Token, he found out that everyone's Rising Dragon Token had disappeared 

..." 

  "I can't believe there's such a thing ..." Xia ruofei could not help but frown. 

  It had been more than three hundred years ... It had been about that long since venerable mountain 

river had placed the rising Dragon Order in the spirit map space. Didn't that mean that if this rule was 

still in effect, the rising Dragon Order could disappear at any time? 

  "It's indeed very strange," said master Yuntai."And after the rising Dragon Token disappeared, it would 

appear in the cultivation world again after about ten years." It's also because of this that many sects and 

forces in the cultivation world have actually possessed the rising Dragon Token before. No matter which 

force has this token, everyone will gather together regularly and combine the tokens to study it, but 

there has been no progress. " 

  Scholar Yuntai paused and continued,""However, this strange characteristic made the rising Dragon 

Token very famous in our era. Many people believe that the rising Dragon Token contains the secret of 

cultivating the ultimate great Dao. They believe that as long as they crack the secret of the rising Dragon 



Token, they will be able to do what the token's name says, like a fish leaping over the Dragon Gate and 

achieving the great Dao ..." 

  Xia ruofei frowned and asked,"Senior Yuntai, have you ever seen the rising Dragon Token merge into 

one?" 

  "I've seen him once!" Scholar Yuntai said,"as long as the five tokens appear within a certain range at 

the same time, they will automatically combine together and form a shape similar to the eight trigrams 

if there is no deliberate restriction on them. In addition to the words 'Rising Dragon', there were some 

other meaningless words. Everyone thinks that these Floating Points should contain the secret of 'Rising 

Dragon'. Some people have also copied it down and studied it carefully, but as I said, there was no result 

at all ..." 

  "The most important thing is ..." Layman Yuntai continued,"everyone noticed that the floating Points 

on the rising Dragon Token seem to be different each time ..." 

  "What?" Hearing this, Xia ruofei was even more surprised."Could it be that every time the five tokens 

are combined, the floating Points on them will change?" Is there any pattern to this?" 

  "That's not it ..." Said layman Yuntai."We once tried to make a copy of the floating Points of the rising 

Dragon Order, and then immediately disassembled them ... Oh right, it's actually very simple to 

disassemble them. Basically, an early golden core cultivator can break them apart with a full blow and 

turn them back into five tokens. Where was I just now?" 

  Yuntai was interrupted by him and forgot what he was saying. 

  Xia ruofei smiled and said,"you said to try to copy the floating Points and then dismantle them 

immediately." "Yes, yes, yes!" Scholar Yuntai said,"make a copy of the floating point, disassemble it into 

a token, and then immediately put it back together. At this time, the floating point's position would not 

change. In the end, after some research, it seems that the floating point's position changes periodically. 

The cycle is about 50 years ... Every 50 years, the floating point's position will change completely from 

the last time!" Come down and immediately dismantle it. " "Yes, yes, yes!" Scholar Yuntai said,"make a 

copy of the floating point, disassemble it into a token, and then immediately put it back together. At this 

time, the floating point's position would not change. In the end, after some research, it seems that the 

floating point's position changes periodically. The cycle is about 50 years ... Every 50 years, the floating 

point's position will change completely from the last time!" 

Chapter 3068 Taicheng (1) 

Tai city, Lu province, night had just fallen. 

Xia ruofei found a remote place outside tai city and landed the flying boat. 

After he put away the flying boat, he walked to the main road nearby and waved to stop a taxi. 

“Master, let’s go to the sky Peak Hotel,” Xia ruofei said as he got into the car. 

“Alright! Please fasten your seat belt!” The driver said. Then, he skillfully pressed the taximeter and 

started the car. 



The taxi driver chatted with Xia ruofei while driving.””Sir, this should be your first time in grand city, 

right?” 

Xia ruofei was sitting in the back seat with his eyes closed. He nodded and said,””En!” 

“You’re here to Mount Tai?” The taxi driver asked with a smile. 

Xia ruofei smiled and said,”that’s a thought.” 

“It seems like you’re here.” The taxi driver smiled and said,”I think it’s more comfortable to travel freely. 

We’re rushing every day with a tour group, so we can’t see any good scenery!” 

Xia ruofei smiled but did not say anything. 

The taxi driver glanced at Xia ruofei from the rearview mirror. Perhaps he felt that this passenger was 

not good with words, so he did not say anything. 

But at this moment, Xia ruofei suddenly opened his eyes and said,””Sir, it’s time to change lanes. You 

have to turn left at the traffic light ahead. If you don’t change lanes, you’ll enter the marked area ...” 

The taxi driver was stunned and could not help but turn to look at Xia ruofei. 

He thought that Xia ruofei was looking at the GPS on his phone, but he found that Xia ruofei’s hands 

were empty, and he had even closed his eyes. 

In fact, after Xia ruofei landed in tai city, the first thing he did was to use his phone’s navigation system 

to check his current location and the route to Tianfeng hotel. 

With the memory of an Aurous core stage cultivator, such a simple route plan could be easily 

memorized. 

The taxi driver could tell that Xia ruofei was a first – time traveler in tai city. After some beating around 

the bush, he wanted to take a detour. He did not expect Xia ruofei to see through him so quickly. 

The taxi driver forced himself to turn into the left – turn lane before entering the marked area. He then 

smiled awkwardly and said,””The traffic on this road is quite serious. Although it’s a little further to go 

straight, it’s more time – saving.” 

When Xia ruofei looked at the navigation system, he realized that the route was green and there was no 

traffic jam. 

However, he didn’t expose her, and only said indifferently,””It’s okay, just follow the normal route!” 

The taxi driver could only say resentfully,””Alright then!” 

Along the way, the taxi driver kept peeking at Xia ruofei through the rearview mirror. Although Xia 

ruofei had been resting with his eyes closed, he felt guilty for no reason. He felt that this passenger was 

a little strange. He did not dare to make any detours and drove along the normal route. 

Half an hour later, the car arrived at the entrance of the sky Peak Hotel and slowly stopped. 

“Sir, we’ve arrived!” The taxi driver said. 



Xia ruofei opened his eyes and nodded.”Oh! Thanks for the trouble, how much is it?” 

The taxi driver glanced at the taximeter and said,””It’s 65 Yuan in total. Do you want cash or QR code?” 

Xia ruofei looked at the taximeter and said,””This price isn’t right! It’s only about 35 kilometers in total, 

so it’s at most about 40 pieces!” 

Although Xia ruofei had been resting with his eyes closed all the way, as a golden core cultivator with 

spiritual power in the late stage of spirit gathering realm, he could clearly sense how far the car had 

gone. 

In addition, the local rental prices of tai city were posted inside the car. 

Everything within two kilometers was charged at the starting price of 6 Yuan. Beyond that, the charge 

would be 0.5 yuan for every 500 meters. 

There was almost no traffic jam on the way, and there was no additional fee. 

After a quick calculation, he knew that the price was about 40 yuan. 

Besides, the GPS would always show the estimated price of a taxi. Xia ruofei had checked the GPS before 

he got on the car and the estimated price was 40 yuan. Although he had only taken a glance, he still 

remembered it clearly. 

The taxi driver didn’t expect a foreign tourist to be so astute. In fact, his taximeter had been tampered 

with. There was a hidden button under the steering wheel, and after pressing it, it would jump much 

faster than normal. 

In his previous order, he had also pulled in a tourist from another city, so he had pressed that button. 

When he picked up Xia ruofei, it had not returned to its original state. 

Although the taxi driver on the way felt that Xia ruofei was a little strange, he felt that even if he knew 

the route through the GPS, he would not be so sensitive to the price, so he did not bother about it. 

He didn’t expect Xia ruofei to question him as soon as the price was announced. 

The taxi driver’s face slightly changed and said,””Sir, this is what the taximeter shows. I’m also following 

the route you told me. I’ve been running this road a lot, and it’s not just 35 kilometers! There’s no 

problem with the price!” 

Xia ruofei was not short of money, but that did not mean that he was willing to be fooled by a taxi 

driver. 

“Just turn on the GPS and you’ll know how far this road is,” he said indifferently.”Isn’t it 35 kilometers? 

don’t you know it yourself?” 

“What do you mean?” The taxi driver naturally wouldn’t admit it. “Sir, this is a regular taxi. I charge by 

the meter. You’re being a little unreasonable!” 

“I’m pestering you?” Xia ruofei couldn’t help but laugh.”Master, if your taximeter is faulty, you should fix 

it as soon as possible! I can pay you at the normal price, but don’t think about ripping me off just 



because I’m a foreigner. Tai city is a famous tourist city, and renting a car is like the city’s window and 

business card. Don’t you try to smear tai city’s reputation!” 

Actually, tai city was very small, and the taxi just now happened to be taking guests to the suburbs. If he 

had not met Xia ruofei, he would most likely have returned to the city empty – handed. 

However, he wanted to take a detour and also did something to the taximeter. He was really greedy. 

Xia ruofei was being tactful. In fact, he could tell that the taximeter had been tampered with. Many 

news reports had reported that the taxi drivers had modified the taximeter. 

After the taxi driver heard this, he couldn’t help but become angry from embarrassment. His tone also 

became much colder.”Young man, be careful of what you say! You’re a foreigner in tai city, so it’s best 

for you to pretend to be muddle – headed. You don’t have much money in total, so why do you have to 

find trouble for yourself? Didn’t you come out to have fun?” 

“Are you threatening me?” Xia ruofei couldn’t help but laugh.”Master, I won’t talk to you anymore. I’ll 

ask you one last time, how much are you going to charge for this trip?” If it really doesn’t work, I’ll call 

the transport management to complain. ” 

The taxi driver seemed to feel that his dignity as a local had been trampled on. He straightened his neck 

and said fiercely,””You’re trying to smash my job! Young man, if you have the ability, then complain and 

see! Cutting off one’s path to wealth was like killing one’s parents! If my job is destroyed, I’m afraid it’ll 

be very difficult for you to leave our grand city!” 

At this time, the security guard at the entrance of the hotel saw that the taxi had stopped and did not 

disembark the passengers. He could not help but come over to check and knock on the window. 

Xia ruofei did not want to argue with a taxi driver, so he rolled down the window and said to the security 

guard,””Get your manager Sun Xiao here. Tell him that I’m a friend of young master Chen. He’ll know.” 

This sky Peak Hotel was one of the first heaven society’s businesses in the secular world. It was also the 

one closest to the first heaven society. 

Therefore, the sky Peak Hotel was actually a contact point for the heavenly sect. Cultivators who weren’t 

familiar with the heavenly sect would always stop here first. 

As for Sun Xiao, he was an outer disciple of the first heaven society, and he was in charge of receiving 

cultivators. 

... 

Of course, Chen Xuan was the one who had told Xia ruofei about this. 

He had passionately invited Xia ruofei to the first heaven society as a guest. Naturally, he had to tell Xia 

ruofei the way to contact him. 

Manager Sun Xiao naturally had a special position in the Tianfeng hotel. He was not responsible for any 

specific business, but many times, even the hotel’s general manager had to listen to his words. The staff 

also vaguely knew Sun Xiao’s position in the hotel. 



Therefore, when the security guard heard this, his attitude immediately became much more polite. He 

quickly said,””Alright, please wait a moment ...” 

After that, he immediately said into the walkie – talkie,””Manager sun, there’s someone at the door 

looking for you. He said he’s a friend of young master Chen ...” 

The walkie – talkie buzzed and a voice came through.””I’ll be there immediately!” 

The taxi driver smacked the steering wheel and said angrily,””Are you going to pay or not? I’m telling 

you, you’ve already delayed my work. When the time comes, it won’t be as simple as 65 ...” 

“Shut up!” Xia ruofei said coldly. 

Although he only released a trace of his aura, it made the taxi driver feel like he had fallen into an ice 

cave, as if the blood in his body had frozen. 

He was so fierce just a moment ago, but he was so scared by Xia ruofei’s two simple words that he 

didn’t even dare to breathe. 

At this time, the taxi driver also regretted a little. He clearly felt that the foreign tourist he had pulled in 

today was not a good person! 

... 

After a while, Xia ruofei saw a man in his mid – thirties, dressed in a suit and leather shoes, running out 

of the hotel. 

The security guard was still standing next to the taxi. Seeing this, he quickly waved and 

shouted,””Manager sun, over here!” 

The middle – aged man in a suit and leather shoes looked over and quickly walked to the taxi. 

Xia ruofei also opened the door and got out of the car. The taxi driver opened his mouth, but in the end, 

he did not dare to speak. 

Sun Xiao quickly walked over and looked at Xia ruofei. He asked cautiously,””May I ask which young 

master Chen’s friend you are?” 

Xia ruofei smiled and looked at the security guard. 

“I’ll take care of this, you can go first!”Sun Xiao said to the security guard. 

“Yes! Manager sun!” The security guard quickly said. 

Xia ruofei took a few steps away from the taxi and took out a name card from the spirit map space. He 

handed it to Sun Xiao. 

Xia ruofei didn’t say anything and just looked at Sun Xiao with a smile. 

This name card was given to Xia ruofei by Chen Xuan. It was a sign of advancement for cultivators to use 

name cards. 



However, the card was very exquisite, and there was a special metal wire embedded in it, so it was 

impossible to forge. 

When sun Xiao saw the business card, he was shocked. 

He took the business card with both hands and looked at it carefully. Then, he immediately returned the 

business card with both hands and respectfully said,””Greetings, senior!” 

Xia ruofei didn’t know that Chen Xuan had three types of business cards. The one he gave Xia ruofei was 

one of the rarest. Usually, only very important guests or close friends could get it. 

Therefore, as soon as Sun Xiao saw the business card, he immediately realized that the guest in front of 

him was of high status. 

In fact, Sun Xiao was only an outer disciple in the first heaven society, and his cultivation was 

insignificant. 

In terms of seniority, he and Chen Xuan were two generations apart. Xia ruofei was able to get such a 

name card because he was on the same level as Chen Xuan. 

Therefore, even though Xia ruofei was still much younger than Sun Xiao after taking on Xia Tian’s 

appearance, Sun Xiao still respectfully addressed Xia ruofei as “senior” and did not dare to be 

disrespectful. 

Chapter 3069 A small punishment and a big warning (1) 

Sun Xiao continued,”senior, just leave this to me!” I’ll get someone to arrange for you to stay in the 

hotel!” 

With that said, Sun Xiao beckoned for the doorman at the hotel entrance not far away and 

instructed,””Arrange for this gentleman to stay in Suite 3. I’ll talk to President li. I’ll fill in the formalities 

later!” 

“Yes, manager sun!” The doorman quickly replied. 

Then, the doorman said to Xia ruofei respectfully,””This gentleman, please follow me...Oh, yes, your ...” 

“I didn’t bring my luggage!” Xia ruofei smiled and said,”thank you for your hard work. Let’s go!” 

Xia ruofei took two steps and stopped. He said to the doorman,””Give me a moment.” 

Then, he walked back to Sun Xiao’s side and took out a few Chinese yuan from the spirit map space. It 

was exactly forty Yuan. 

Xia ruofei handed the money to Sun Xiao and said,””A lesson is a lesson, but you still have to pay for the 

ride.” 

“Senior, I have money here ...” Sun Xiao quickly said. 

He also felt a little drunk. This senior’s quirks really made him not know whether to laugh or cry! 

“It’s only right and proper to pay for the ride. I have to pay for the ride myself. ” Xia ruofei said,”take it! 

I’m going to take a rest ...” 



With that, Xia ruofei stuffed the money into Sun Xiao’s hand and turned to walk back to the hotel. 

Sun Xiao didn’t dare to refuse and held the money in his hand, not knowing whether to laugh or cry. 

He turned his gaze to the taxi and was instantly filled with anger. 

If it wasn’t for this taxi driver, there wouldn’t have been such a scene today. 

Although this matter had nothing to do with him, this taxi driver had affected the mood of the young 

sect master’s guest. If his mood was bad and the senior had a bad experience while staying in the 

Tianfeng hotel, then it would be his responsibility. 

Besides, Xia ruofei had made it very clear. How could such a “senior” deliberately make things difficult 

for a brother? Therefore, there was no need to verify this matter. It could be basically confirmed that 

the driver was the problem. 

Sun Xiao was in charge of these matters in the secular world, so he was naturally influenced by some of 

the social phenomena. The violation of the rules by car rental drivers was a rather prominent problem in 

many cities, especially tourist cities with relatively large traffic. 

And today, this person had clearly hit the muzzle. 

When Xia ruofei was leaving, the taxi driver saw it from his car but he did not even have the courage to 

call out to Xia ruofei. 

Xia ruofei’s cold tone in the car and the feeling of falling into an ice cave had already left a shadow in his 

heart. 

He didn’t even want the fare now. 

If it wasn’t for the fact that he didn’t have the courage to run and his legs were still weak, he would have 

driven away immediately. 

Sun Xiao coldly looked at the driver who was sitting in the driver’s seat, completely out of his wits. He 

walked over, patted the roof of the car, and shouted in the local language,””Come out!” 

The taxi driver opened the door and got out of the car with a long face. 

Without waiting for Sun Xiao to speak, the taxi driver quickly said,””Big brother, it’s my fault this time. I 

don’t dare to take the money anymore. Since it’s my first time, please spare me this time ...” 

Sun Xiao sneered. Let him go? How could it be so easy? Although senior had said that he wanted to 

“punish the past and punish the future to cure the disease and save the people,” this didn’t mean that 

he could smooth things over. If he let the person go after everything was clear, he would be in a difficult 

position if senior asked. 

“Cut the crap! What happened today?” Sun Xiao asked fiercely,”also, what’s wrong with the meter? You 

better be honest with me! If you don’t make it clear, don’t even think about leaving today!” 

Following that, Sun Xiao coldly looked at the taxi driver and said,””If you dare to hide anything from me, 

I can guarantee that you will never be in this business again! We’re quite familiar with the 

Transportation Department. ” 



The taxi driver trembled slightly and quickly said,”I don’t dare! He didn’t dare! This ... The taximeter 

might be a little off, but I rent a car too. The owner never repaired it, so I ...” 

“You’re hoping to get lucky, right?” Sun Xiao nibbled at the taxi driver with a faint smile and said,”you 

want to get away with it? It seems like you won’t shed tears until you see the coffin!” 

With that said, Sun Xiao took out his cell phone and began searching through his address book. 

In fact, he was also a little embarrassed about Yingying. This matter was too small. When some of his 

friends took care of this matter, it always felt like a cannon hitting a mosquito. Who should he look for? 

After flipping through a few pages, he really found a suitable candidate. He was the director of the 

Transportation Department, whose surname was li. 

So, he dialed it directly and turned on the Hands – Free mode. Then, he showed the phone screen to the 

taxi driver and said,””It’s so good to watch! This is the price of lying ...” 

When the taxi driver saw the name displayed on the phone, he was completely flustered. Director li 

wasn’t very important to Sun Xiao. If she hadn’t looked through her contact list, she wouldn’t have even 

remembered exchanging contact information with this person. But in the eyes of these taxi drivers, this 

person was the boss! He was directly in charge of the operation of the car rental. The transportation 

management personnel who caught illegal operations and car rental violations on the road were all from 

this director Li’s Department. 

“Mr. Sun! Hello, hello!” Director Li’s warm and humble voice came through the phone. 

Chapter 3070 A small punishment and a big warning (2) 

The taxi driver had completely given up. 

Although he was not “Almighty” enough to get director Li’s phone number and could not verify the 

authenticity just now, the taxi drivers had actually seen director li more than once. Moreover, he had 

entered the “meltdown class” once because of a violation and had the honor of listening to director Li’s 

lecture in person, so he was quite familiar with this man’s voice. 

The taxi driver didn’t dare to make a sound at all. He could only look at Sun Xiao with pleading eyes and 

keep shaking his head. 

Sun Xiao looked at the driver, then smiled and said,””Director li, it’s been a while since we last met. I 

was thinking of having a meal together when we have time! I have something to trouble you with. ” 

“No problem!” Supervisor Li said very enthusiastically,”it’s my honor to be invited by CEO Sun! I’m 

always free! In addition ... If director sun has any instructions, just say it directly! Even if I’m not capable 

enough, I’ll try my best to create the right conditions for you!” 

“Alright then!” Sun Xiao said happily,”it’s not easy to talk over the phone. Let’s find a time to meet and 

talk.” Director Li, I won’t bother you anymore. I’ll ask you out when I’ve set the time!” 

“Alright! Alright!” Director Li said repeatedly. 



After sun Xiao hung up the phone, he looked at the taxi driver with a faint smile and asked,””Can you 

answer my question properly now?” 

The taxi driver felt that his back was drenched in sweat, but he was still a little glad that Sun Xiao did not 

directly report this matter to director li, which meant that there was still room for change. 

At this moment, how could he still dare to have any thoughts of getting lucky? 

The taxi driver said,””Brother! I was wrong! I was wrong! Brother, please let me go! I won’t dare to do it 

again!” 

“Say it!” Sun Xiao said impatiently. 

He had been here for a long time, and he still had a guest to entertain in the hotel! 

“Yes, yes, yes ...” The taxi driver quickly said. 

Then, he poured out everything about how he had modified the taximeter. He even personally got into 

the car and demonstrated the switching between the two modes of the taximeter. 

In fact, there were a few taxi drivers in tai city who did the same thing. However, they were unlucky to 

have met the serious Xia ruofei. 

After giving his honest instructions, the taxi driver looked at Sun Xiao pitifully and pleaded,””Brother! Do 

you think ... You can be lenient? I won’t dare to do it again ...” 

Sun Xiao pondered for a moment, trying to understand Xia ruofei’s “spirit of speech,” then he 

said,””First, how did you change the taximeter? change it back to how it was when you go back!” 

“Yes, yes, yes!” The taxi driver nodded like a chicken pecking at rice, and then he vowed solemnly,”I 

swear to God that I will operate in good faith in the future and will never engage in such crooked ways 

again!” 

“Second,” Sun Xiao continued,”the transport management will punish you ...” 

“Ah?” The taxi driver couldn’t help but cry out. 

This time, he had immediately admitted defeat, and his attitude was very sincere. He didn’t expect to be 

punished again. Wouldn’t that mean that all his efforts had been in vain? He was filled with 

disappointment. 

Sun Xiao said impatiently,”what” ah “? He had to take responsibility for his mistakes! You’re an adult, 

don’t you know this? However, your husband also said just now that as long as you sincerely admit your 

mistakes and repent, you shouldn’t be beaten to death. The punishment from the transportation 

management is also a warning to you. If you can learn from this lesson, you will naturally be able to eat 

this bowl of rice in the future!” 

The taxi driver finally understood that the other party was leaving him a way out, but it was a little “the 

death penalty can be avoided, but the punishment can not be avoided.” 

He couldn’t help but feel a burst of regret, but since things had come to this, regret was certainly 

useless. He could only hang his head and say dejectedly,””Brother, I know ...” 



Sun Xiao wrote down the driver’s name and license plate number, then said,””Go! Remember, don’t try 

to be lucky. The transportation management will focus on your car. If they find any more crooked ways, 

don’t blame me for not leaving you a way out!” 

“Yes, yes, yes! I’ll remember that!” The taxi driver hurriedly said. 

Sun Xiao handed the money to the taxi driver and said,””This was left behind by that gentleman. It’s a 

total of 40 yuan, enough for your ride.” 

The taxi driver was so scared that he waved his hands and said,””Don ‘t! Don’ t! Brother, I don’t dare to 

take this money ...” 

“That’s a different matter!” Sun Xiao frowned and said,”of course, I have to give you the car fare that 

should be yours. Otherwise, wouldn’t it look like that gentleman is trying to cheat you of the car fare 

and is deliberately looking for trouble? Do you think that man is that kind of person?” 

“I wouldn’t dare!” The taxi driver said quickly. He could not help but shiver when he thought of Xia 

ruofei’s gaze and tone just now. 

“Still!” Sun Xiao said. Then, he directly put the money in through the window on the side of the front 

passenger seat and threw it on the front passenger seat. He said,””Alright, you can go! Remember what 

I just said!” 

“Yes, yes, yes! Thank you, brother!” The taxi driver bowed and bowed, then got into the car and left as if 

he was escaping. 

After he left the sky Peak Hotel, he went straight to the repair shop that modified his meter last time. 

The shop had even registered his ID card, driver’s license, and license plate number. Moreover, it was 

obvious that the shop owner had eyes and ears everywhere. How could an ordinary brother like him 

disobey his orders? 

Moreover, this time, he was really scared out of his wits and didn’t dare to have any crooked thoughts. 

Tianfeng hotel. 

After sun Xiao finished dealing with the matter of the car rental, he quickly walked into the hotel and 

went straight to Suite 3. 

The No. 3 suite was actually located in an auxiliary building behind the hotel’s main building. This entire 

building was not open to the public, but was used to receive cultivators and friends who passed by. 

To be precise, Sun Xiao was actually the manager of this building, but it was located in the Tianfeng 

hotel. 

Of course, in terms of importance, the entire Tianfeng hotel was not even a fraction of the value of this 

building. 

That was why Sun Xiao’s status was so high. 

In this building, the first 10 suites were reserved to entertain distinguished guests. Ordinary cultivators 

would not be arranged to stay in these suites. 



The first and second suites were for the sect master and the young sect master of the first heaven sect. 

Xia ruofei was arranged to stay in Suite 3 because of the name card that Chen Xuan had left behind. 

Surrounded by green trees, the subsidiary building was located in the best location in the entire sky Peak 

Hotel. The interior decoration was also very exquisite. It didn’t look particularly luxurious, but in fact, it 

was full of ingenuity. Anyone with a discerning eye could tell that this was the real high – end. 

Although Suite No. 3 was called a suite, it was actually a little similar to a Presidential Suite. 

There were six to seven rooms in this suite. In addition to the Super large master bedroom, there was 

also a room for the attendants, a study, a living room, an activity room, a guest room, and so on. There 

was even a kitchen with very complete facilities. 

This suite was much larger than many commercial buildings. In fact, it was a very luxurious flat floor. 

When sun Xiao arrived at No. 3 suite, Xia ruofei had already settled down. 

The service staff also brought fruit platters, snacks, and red wine immediately. Anyone who could stay in 

such a suite was definitely a distinguished guest. Therefore, there was no need for Sun Xiao to give any 

instructions. The service staff of the Annex building took the initiative to do the work first. 

“Senior!” After sun Xiao knocked on the door and entered, he quickly bowed when he saw Xia ruofei 

and said,”I’ve already settled the issue of the rental car.” 

Xia ruofei smiled and nodded. By the way, my surname is Xia. Don’t call me senior, just ... Young master 

Xia!” 

“Yes! Young master Xia!” Sun Xiao quickly said. 

Then, he reported to Xia ruofei the results of the investigation and his preliminary handling of the 

situation. 

... 

 


